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Gemini 4:4:4

2K-CinemaDNG RAW-Recording
Unlock the full potential of the indieGS2K with the Gemini 4:4:4
from Convergent Design! Record up to two streams of pristine
CinemaDNG-RAW natively from up to two indieGS2K cameras - simultaneously on one recorder. With the standard 512GB
SSD-media you can record up to 2 hours for each camera. This is
the smallest 2K RAW-recording setup, perfectly matching your
visionary productions.
Both products feature cutting edge technology. The indieGS2K
is equipped with a high grade 2k CMOS sensor delivering up to
120p RAW over a single 3G HD-SDI connector. It also features live
color preview via its built-in 5-inch high quality monitor and on
the HD-SDI out connectors.
The entire package is incredibly small. The indieGS2K measures only 40 x 40 x 100 mm with a weight of just 170 g and the
Geminni 4:4:4 only 138 x 120 x 37 mm with weight of 612 g. You
can easily mount the setup on moving objects, handheld rigs,
body-mount rigs, etc.

Two indieGS2Ks can be directly connected to the Gemini’s dual
HD-SDI inputs. The indieGS2K comes with a built-in Genlock-

QUICK START

Sync - and with a minimum inter-axial distance of only 40 mm

2D: Connect SDI/out (BNC) on the camera to SDI IN on the

they can be combined with the Gemini 4:4:4 to form a powerful,

Gemini 4:4:4, equipped with at least one SSD

small sized 3D RAW solution.

3D: Connect each Camera’s SDI/out (BNC) to SDI A IN and

We also offer a selection of specialised accessories, like side-by-

SDI B IN on the Gemini 4:4:4, equipped with two SSDs

side and mirror-rigs, a compact and accurate iris focus control,

Power with BatteryPack or Power Supply

powering-options, etc.
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Gemini 4:4:4

indieGS2K & Gemini 4:4:4 connections

HIGH-SPEED

RELIABLE

3D STEREO

AERIAL

[reliable all-rounder]

[heavy duty companion]

[tight body contact]

[ultra light solution]

Record up to 120p without

Both products won’t let

Two cameras and one

A feather-light combina-

rolling shutter issues.

you down even when it

recorder let you take a

tion for any manned or

gets rough.

glimpse in another dimen-

unmanned aerial vehicle.

sion.
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[Excellent Service Worldwide]

Indiecam GmbH

Feel free to contact us any

1070 Vienna, Seidengasse 26/4-5

time and check our webpage

info@indiecam.com
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